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161. On Linear Hyperbolic System of Partial
Differential Equations in the Whole Space

By Mitio NUMO
(Comm. by K. KUNUG, M..., Dee. 18, 1956)

J. Leray gave the existence theorem for Cauchy problem of very
general hyperbolic differential equations, but his work is not so
simple to be followed easily in detail [1. K. Friedrichs reduced
the hyperbolic differential equations of second order to a symmetric
system of differential equations of first order and solved the Cauchy
problem in a lens-shaped domain _2. He proved the existence of
extended solutions by Hilbert space method, but showed the differenti-
ability of solutions by somewhat complicated calculations of difference
equations. P. Lax represented an elegant method which offers both
the existence and the differentiability of solutions at once for the
symmetric hyperbolic system of equations 3. He reduced the
problem to the case that all functions are periodic in every inde-
pendent variables, but it seems me not so adequate to obtain solu-
tions in the whole space.

The object of this paper is to give an existence theorem for
Cauchy problem in the whole space and in such an abstract form
that it may cover a general class of hyperbolic systems, even para-
bolic equations. In this note we state only the main results and
related lemmas without proof. All details will be published later.
Our main idea owes to Lax. Our investigation is also much stimulated
by the conversations with Dr. T. Shirota and Prof. K. Yosida 4_.
Especially I owe to Shirota the generalization of the operator A
such as (3), to make it suitable to a wide class of equations 5.

1. Solutions without Initial Condition

Let x--(xl,..., x) be a variable point of m-dimensional Euclidean
space E, and u--(ul,..., u) be/-dimensional vector, whose components
are real valued functions of xeE:u--u(x). By (u, v) we denote the
inner product

(, v)-

and II II denotes the norm of :!i II=l/(,). With this norm we
get a real Hilbert space

H0-- [u; ]i u I]< co }.
Let A be a self-adjoint linear differential operator such that
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(Au is also a real /-dimensional vector function of x eE),
( 1 (Au, v)--(u, Av) for any u, veC,)

2) (Au, u)(u, u) for any ueC2.
We define the A-norm of ueC2 by

II u II=/(Au, u) (>= II u ]!).
By H, we denote the completion of C:’ with respect to the A-norm.
Then H0, and H is a real Hilbert space with inner product
(uv), such that (uv)-(Au, v)--(u, Av) for u, veCF.

By the closure of a differential operator we understand that

means, that there exists a sequence Un eC such that

From now on, we understand that differential operator is always the
closure of itself in ordinary sense.

We call A regular with respect to , if for any w eCF there
exists veH[) such that

If the coefficients of the differential operator A are constants with
the properties (1) and (2), then A is regular with spect to similar
differential operator with bounded coefficients. Elliptic differential
operator whose coefficients satisfy adequate conditions is also regular
to differential operator of the same order with bounded coefficients.

Theorem 1. Let A satisfy the conditions (1) and (2), and be
regular with respect to the linear differential operator . If
( 3 (u, Au) (Au, u) for all u C,
then, for any e there exists a unique ueH such that

Cu--.
To prove this we use the following idea and lemmas essentially

owing to Lax. We define A-norm of v eHo by

I] v i-sup (u, v)! / ] u i.; 0 u ,}.
Then ]l v [ [] v []. Let Hz be the set of all v Ho assigned with

A-norm.
mm 1. i(u,v)]l[u]i, iivil for uH., vH.
Lemma 2. Let l(v) be a bounded linear functional on HX, then

there exists a Uo e such that
l(v)-- (Uo, v) for all v HX.

Lemma . If ve, weHo and Av-w, then

Lemma 4. Let * be the adjoint differential operator of , then

1) C means the set of C functions with compact carriers.

2) $J means the domain of $.
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2. Cauchy Problem

Now we consider real /-dimensional vector functions of m+l
variables u-u(t, x), (-- < t< , xe E’). If we take for t a fixed
value and consider u as function of xeE alone, we write it as
u---u(t). We introduce the notation [u, v, (a</), by

Fu, f dtf (,uv) dx,
E

and I[lulll by II]u I]l=Vu, u,.
Let A be a self-adjoint linear differential operator as in 1

acting on u(t), i.e. A contains differentiation only in x, but the
coefficients may depend on (t, x). Let us define [_u.iv and ]1] u ]]1. by

[uvJ--f (u()v(t)) dt- [Au, v-- [u, Av,

and by I1[ u l[[.--/uu (_ ill u lll) resp.
If a----, --, we write simply

We assume, A has such property that
d Au)--A d u+A’u,(

I(, A’)le’(, A) for all C’g.a

Lemma 2.1. Let A atisf the eoditios (1), (2) ag (2.1), ad
A be a differential operator acting on u() such that
(2.2) (Au, Au) c(u, Au) for all n e CF.

Then for the operator (Pu tu-- Au, we have, if r t,

(2.3) l[ e-tu(t)i!_--< II e for all ue2,
where k c -F C:

2

Lemma 2.2. Let A and A satisfy the same conditions as in

Lemma 2.1. Then for all u eC2
(Vt--A)u, Au-j --(c+c’/2)[u, Au.

By H we denote the completion of C2 with respect to the norm

Ill u Ill,. From Lemma 2.1, we can conclude that, if ueH, then u(t)H,
for every t, and u(t) is continuous from (-- <t< ) to H,.

Theorem 2. Let A satisfy the conditions (1), (2) and (2.1) and
be regular with respect to (P--t--A. If
(2.4) (Au, Au)

_
(1+ c’/2)(u, Au) for all u C2,

then, for any veH, there exists a ueH such that

To prove this we use Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.

3) C’ means the set of all C functions of (t, x) on E+I with compact carrier.
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Lemma 2.3. Let A and A satisfy the same conditions as in

Theorem 2. Let q be such that q H, and q(t, x)--O for t O, and
u be the solution of

Pu=----’Ou--Au--q.
Then ut, x) 0 for t O.

Now let a be the set of funetions u(t, x) such that
<: for any :>0 and u()H is continuous from (0t<) to Ha.

Then we have an existence theorem for the Cauchy problem:
Theorem 3. Let A satisfy the conditions (1), 2) and (2.1) and

be regular with respect to (P O A. If
(2.5) (nu, Au) c(u, Au) for all uCF,
then, for any ve and qeH, there exists a unique ue,, such that

u--t’u--Au-- v,
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